Powerful dashboards
that deliver greater control
of your organization’s
performance management
R

CenterView™ delivers greater control
of your organization’s performance with
its powerful dashboard technology. With
CenterView, not only can you visualize
your data in the most meaningful way,
but you can also quickly take action.
Corda’s patented Datafunnel™ rapidly
connects to virtually any data source.
POWERFUL ENTERPRISE PLATFORM
Data and Platform Independent: CenterView can connect to virtually any data source and can be viewed
on any computer or device that has a web browser, including mobile devices.

Rapid Development: Developing and deploying a dashboard is fast and easy with CenterView’s wizards,
drag’n drop builder, smart themes, plus our intuitive design interface. These tools allow you to create
designs that fit the data and your needs. If you can imagine it, you can create it with CenterView.

“ We tried other
dashboard solutions,
but they couldn’t
connect to our data
despite their claims.
Two to three minutes
into working with
CenterView, we
had created a data
connection and were
compiling all of
our data into one
Corda solution.”
Ned Payne
Business Analyst
United Capital

Ajax-based Tools: CenterView utilizes Ajax technology, delivering a stunning look and feel for your
dashboard, fast deployment and a clean delivery at the right time

Unlimited Drill-downs: Start at 10,000 feet with a high-level dashboard view and quickly drill down as
deeply as needed to see the root causes behind the data.
TAKE ACTION
Alerting: Enable decision-makers to take quick action. CenterView can send scheduled or score-based
emails on Key Performance Indicators. Know immediately when a KPI moves out of a pre-defined range.

Collaboration Tools: CenterView allows you to keep communication going with its collaboration tools.
Package a single KPI or an entire dashboard into an e-mail to share with colleagues or other stakeholders.
Add annotations to KPIs to add context and understanding.

EXPOSE TRENDS
Data Snapshots: Many data sources do not store historical data, making trending analysis impossible.
CenterView allows you take snapshots of your data at set intervals. You can then compile these snapshots
into a single view, giving you insight into important trends and history.
VISUALIZE YOUR DATA IN YOUR ENVIRONMENT
Portals: The most important aspect of a successful dashboard is adoption. View the data in your
organization’s environment, making adoption intuitive and easy. CenterView is built on industry
standards making it simple to integrate dashboard pages and KPIs into your existing portals.

Security: Role-based authentication and security allows you to present the right dashboard or KPI to the
right person. CenterView works with industry standard security protocols, making the end-user
experience seamless.
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CenterView™
Benefit

Product Feature

Lower implementation costs

–Rapid development and deployment, as well as an easy to learn and use design interface

Real-time, explorable view of corporate data

–Unlimited drill-down and filters for further analysis and action

Actionable insight

–KPI alerts and collaboration tools allow quick action

Accessible anywhere anytime

–A ubiquitous browser solution using Flash or standard image formats to visualize KPIs, dashboards
–and scorecards

Real time data aggregation

–Pulls from multiple, disparate data sources all at the right time

Easy data collection and transformation

–Corda’s patented Datafunnel technology enables rapid connection to the data

Enterprise ready with
platform independence
Built in geographical mapping
Rapid development and
deployment of dashboards

Readable documents for everyone
Visualize data wherever it resides
Runs on virtually any operating system
Discover trends, exceptions and root-causes
Analyze data that best gives
actionable insight
Filter views based on who you are

Enterprise scalability and availability

–Supports virtually any data source including Oracle, SAP-BW, Microsoft SQL Server, DB2, Sybase,
–system files, and spreadsheets, as well as support of industry standards such as J2EE, XML, JDBC,
–ODBC, JAVA, LDAP, XMLA and others
–Endless drill-down, hover-over text, and integrated World, Continent, Country, Province, State, County,
–Zip Code, Congressional District, Custom Regions, Latitude/Longitude and other maps
–Patented Datafunnel technology and wizards built into CenterView Builder (see next page for more info)
–Charts, graphs and style templates are sharable through the gallery
–Intuitive design interface allows you to modify existing shapes or create your own—with custom shapes,
–images, charts and graphs. If you can imagine it, you can build it with CenterView builder
–508-compliant charts and graphs for the visually impaired
–Output in PDF and EPS for clean printed reports
–Map data from any data source: spreadsheets, relational databases, flat files, HTML tables, web services,
–as well as advanced systems such as SAP BW and other OLAP cubes
–CenterView uses a standards-based platform (100% pure Java)
–Unlimited drill-downs give access to increasingly detailed views, including other charts, graphs, gauges,
–data tables or even other online applications
–Visualization choices include: leading/lagging, progress against goals, deviations, exceptions, trending,
–part-to-whole, geographic/spatial performance, rankings, time-series, correlations, distributions, and more
–Role-based views and security access
–Integrate Key Performance metrics into your existing portal environment
–Integrates with existing security policies and systems, such as LDAP and Active Directory
–Communication over secure protocols
–Encryption of sensitive data and settings
–Integrates into application server environments including: Tomcat, WebSphere, WebLogic, WebObjects,
–Oracle AS, and others
–Scalable performance and system availability through clustering
–Available in a single or multi-threaded version
–Smart data caching

CenterView Builder
Your CenterView license includes the CenterView
Builder, a powerful tool that will allow you to
create the performance dashboard you’ve been
imagining. The builder enables the rapid design
and creation of dashboards. A drag and drop
interface, context-sensitive aids for fast object
modification and wizards are just a few of the
powerful tools available with the CenterView
Builder. Our design interface displays the most
common dashboard properties, while also allowing
instant access to advanced design features. You can
combine graph types to form compound charts,
such as Pareto Charts, create gauges based on
shapes you design, or employ industry best
practices, including the bullet graph. You can also
create process flow charts and other data
visualizations that best highlight the data, the focus
and image of your organization.

CenterView Builder Features
Quickly and easily create dashboards exactly as you envision them
• Data connection wizards to simplify connection to virtually any data source
• Web application tool integrated into the builder
• Intuitive design builder interface to modify existing shapes or create your own
• Gallery contains dozens of provided graphs, charts, and gauges.
• Save custom shapes to the gallery to reuse and/or share with others
• Two interface modes (developer & designer) to suit the needs of the user with context-sensitive examples
Powerful and flexible!
• Script editing and debugging tools for ultimate application flexibility
• Create custom chart and gauge types
• Context-sensitive object inspectors and menus
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